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Introduction

Coaching Style

A visionary entrepreneur, coach, and an expert in nurturing leaders to 
achieve exponential growth within their business through a his 
Circularity Coaching approach.

As the founder of Circularity Coach and a visionary entrepreneur himself, 
Maxim helps leaders and visionaries execute brilliant ideas to fruition.
His passion lies in helping leaders discover and accomplish their 
purpose by helping them rationalize their decisions, cheering them on for
every step of the way,  and building action plans to overcome adversity.

He utilizes the knowledge and experience he has gained from running his
own multi-million dollar businesses and coaching his team to help  
entrepreneurs build purpose-led businesses, solid teams, and an  
impactful legacy to be proud of.

After graduating with a bachelor’s degree in business administration and 
management, Maxim drove positive change within his family business. 
Under his leadership as CEO , he spearheaded the complete rebranding of 
his company and successfully drove positive change. His success can  
be attributed towards his bold move to invest in personal and team  
development while coaching his staff himself.

sharing and implementing knowledge that can create a positive and  
lasting impact for people. Since then, Maxim's main purpose is to 
expand his impact. He does this by helping other visionary entrepreneurs
grow their business and people, so they can accomplish their vision.
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StoryBran d
Business Made Simple
Flow Research Collective  - Flow Trainer
Lifebook (Mindvalley)
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ExO
Institut T eknologi Bandung  - Executive Master of Business Administration
Singapore Institute of Management  - Bachelor's  Degree, Business  
Administration and Management
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: Indonesia & English
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Corporate Experience 
Coaching Experience  : 5+ Years

Expressive Reserved

Challenging Accepting

Results-focused Growth-focused

Systematic Adaptable

Involved Free-rein



TESTIMONIALS

Nicho Lieke 
Commissioner,
PT JOBUBU JARUM MINAHASA Tbk.
EO Indonesia

Felicia Regina 
Founder and CEO,
Mirael Sugarwax
EO Indonesia

Anthony Lim 
CEO,
LPL Enterprise
EO Indonesia

Peter Sheehan 
Founder and CEO,
Emaku Indonesia
EO Indonesia East

Tirto Hutomo Yuandi 
Commercial Manager,
PT. Cahaya Bukit Perunggu
EO Indonesia

Claudia Sastrawidjaja 
Founder and CEO,
Emaku Indonesia
EO Indonesia

Yasa Singgih 
Wirausaha
EO Accelerator

Stefania Catharine 
Owner,
Moaci Gemini Semarang
EO Indonesia

Roshan Nandwani 
Direktur Utama,
PT. Sonia Industries
EO Indonesia

Irene Umar 
Founder,
Loka Padang
EO Indonesia

Maya Ayu Yan 
Finance,
Gusse
EO Indonesia

Maxim is a caring and engaging coach. He goes extra miles catering 
to what my company really needs. Engaging with him, we get to 
achieve the objective we set, solving the things we want to solve 
and get the training we need to bring awareness of strengths of my 
people in the company. His training are based on time tested results 
that is proven to work!

Love how Maxim asked questions that straight to the core problem 
& able to guide me find my own answer. I love how Maxim simplify 
and guide me through knowing my strategy and which strategy to 
prioritize.

I’ve learned what I needed to do moving forward with my company. 
Thanks for the amazing learning experience from Mr.Sunshine!

The coach is well aware of my strenghts and challenges me where 
I need it.

The ability to figure out the flow of my natural strenght: how it 
impacts may day to day goal setting, decision making, and 
execution.

Gives me clarity. I love how each steps we filled in came together 
into a strategy.

Eye opening, insightful, and know what and how to do.

Made me more realize my strenghts and develop it to my 
life.

His coaching skills. His ability to make me perceive my 
strenghts in a different manner. His positive outlook in 
saying that there are no weaknesses. All are strenghts. 
Some are more than others.

Ah-mazing clarity :)

He’s fun and help me understand myself more.


